
I am in an office waiting for a meeting when the secretary tells us of a man who has produced an English motorcycle. The national sales were really bad but it is a big international success. She then puts on her helmet shaped after her head and leaves.

I am going with my son on a scooter and cross a main road. We actually don't have to go down to his grandparents' hotel and take a new road. I drive very carefully but there are some pipes on the road and have to get on the sidewalk.

I get in an heavy cement building but actually find that there is a light staircase inside. I get all the way up and come to an indoor garden connected with a nicer compound. As I look around at the apartments I realize that our Spanish friends live there.

I am going on a trip and get back in my parents-in-law's villa to fetch a pillow. As I am back in the car I realize that I will also need a blanket. I then go upstairs again and find that people are gathering for a meeting. My art professor is also there and tells me that they are finishing a project.

I am in the backseat of the car with my mother. She is breast feeding another kid and I also feel like I should suck her . As I am about to do it I look her in the face and realize that she is my mother. I pull myself back feeling no more attraction.

My friends and I discuss where to go on holiday. We agree to go to a big island down South but can't decide if we should drive there without stops. A friend thinks that there will be little to do but I reply that there are plenty of things like the archipelago where the boss of another island leaves.

I ski slowly down a steep road flattening the snow for my father who is coming down very fast. At an intersection I meet my mother and decide to take another way back. I turn down to a lake with black fishes but the road gets flat and asphalted. I ask a young guy and he tells me to continue.

I seat by the water and film a sailing boat passing by but it is too late. My video camera is stuck and I can only view old films. One of them is with my mother and sister seating in the church. As I manage to restart it my wife accuses me to film only when I like it. 

My son has a large wound on his leg revealing his muscle. I then put in on my shoulder and slide on a bowl down the sidewalk avoiding a car that is about to turn. I am actually a classical composer and as we approach a small square I will be captured by the police.

My family and I try to exit an expensive compound but the alarm turns on. We run down the stairs but don't manage to hide from the Arabic guards who are looking around. We then get on the floor pretending like we want to shop and let them show us their perfumes for sale. 

I get on my knees in front of a camera to be captured in three dimensions. Another girl comes behind and I try to make it look like I am longer. A third girl also join us but this time there is no more space in the room and she has to stand on the staircase.

I am walking home with my son when a blond girl with short hair starts following us very close and staring at me. I look in the dark at her blue eyes and find her really beautiful. She want to take me to her apartment but I have to go home.

I am on the elevator and come to my floor. The door slides open and my wife appears. There is actually a dressed up girl inside and she gets jealous. I get out and show her that the girl is going up to a party and I have nothing to do with her.

I am drawing and a man asks me if I have any main project. I tell him of the museum I want to build but call it a church. On a talk-show another guy is also drawing and the presenter starts the countdown to gather money for him. At the last second he gets a check from the state but it is little.

I go back to our apartment that my son has to pee. There is allot of snow outside but the weather is beautiful. As my wife starts arguing that it is better here than down south he pees in his pants.

I get in a residential area and go through a row of houses with a beautiful backyard. I want to stay there to catch the beautiful sun but there is a conference. I then seat on a long table by a local curator. She tells of her project but I only mention that I am living abroad.

I am seating at the edge of a fountain with my son when my wife comes and tells me to be more decent and get a job. I show her that I actually got a drink for our son and a friend is coming with some food but she takes him from me. She then takes him in a small shop to borrow some books.

I am in my parents' bathroom and hear my father talking with my school director. He tells him that because they don't let me draw anymore I will no longer go to their school. I try to identify who is the director and my mother tells me that he is the same man who gave us a ride once up a hill.

My best friend and I are in line at a shop. It is actually a security check and he immediately asks a girl for her red belt. He gets his one off and I realize that it is the leather belt I stole to my grandfather.

I am sliding with my shoes on a bike path by the water and pass a guy running. I am very impressed of my speed but another guy on a pair of fast roller blades soon catches me. I increase my speed and keep behind him thinking that I could be faster than him if I only had mine on.

I am walking with some friends and come to an old village. We walk to the middle of it and are about to turn when I see another road on the opposite side. We go there instead but find that it goes uphill.

I get with a Chinese guy through the security but they hold on to him. I say that he is with me and we are let go on a cypress road. We come to a school and I find that he has brought in an illegal book. He places it on the school plate and disappears but the book fells.

I meet my university classmates that they are about to have an exam. I ask them if any of them got engaged but no one did. I then tell them that my sister is going to married and a tall friend comes forward very upset. He was in love with her and cannot walk anymore.

I am waiting to go to a conference dinner and buy an ancient crown from a small shop. It is too little but I put it on anyway and go out again. We are actually waiting for a king who is now in an office doing paper work. It is actually his kingdom and it has no windows.

I am meeting with my old classmate out in a garden. We walk around the main table and I joke with a tall girl but she gets really offended. She then goes to her short friend and talks about their important project they have abroad.

I lie to my colleague and tell him that I was late because of a tree falling with the snowstorm. We drive pass it but there is no snow. We come to a traffic jam but it soon moves on to the green hills.

I get in a basement where I have an electronic device being repaired. They haven't started yet and one of the guys plugs it in to look where there is a short circuit. He goes with a simple plier over one side of the burnt cable but actually find it on the other side.

Our Chinese colleague tells us that our business is over and we have to go back to Europe in a few days. We are shocked and start packing but I don't know how to bring my encyclopedia. My wife suddenly remembers that she has her own salary and we can just move to another city.

I am out in the garden enjoying the sunshine without shirt and stand up to take a picture. I find my son asleep on the beach half in the water as the tide is rising. I then get down and find it deep enough to swim. He also starts swimming although is very polluted.

My father and I are on a bike path and take a short cut to the beach. We find a biker on a stump in a coma. No one has yet assisted him and I call the ambulance explaining that we are by a wooden church. I look in his phone for another contact and he starts whispering the name of a girl.

I walk back home and go to seat on a small wall in front of my house to film the street but a German dog attacks me. As his owner comes out to stop him I am about to seat but two other identical dogs attacks me from the back.

I am in a family friend's villa that is open to everybody but he tells me to have my friends out. They are still sleeping upstairs and I realize that he has a girl with him. He even bought a new bed and they want to have sex.

I wake up in the middle of the night with allot of pimples. My little cousin also wakes up and I take him to my parents' bathroom to pee. My mother asks what is the matter and I tell her that is only my cousin and show her my pimples but they have all exploded.

My best friend and I take out a map of a tropical country and show it to our friends. We want to tell them about our last trip to a small peninsula but don't have much to say. As I put the map away I suddenly remember that we got there by bike and tell them.

I get to an art show and meet an Italian gallerist. I take her to my paintings and describe my scribble technique but I only have one painting there with that technique and it has a big white spot. I then take her to another one but it is only drawn. I start explaining to her all the annotations.

I march through a pub holding a stick up like it was a riffle and come to a big slide on the opposite side. The snow has actually melted and there is a staircase underneath. I slide down anyway and fall on the wet grass. I get off afraid of the ticks.

I walk in a park and find that my father is talking to a woman about me. I seat and listen but then tell them that I am actually writing allot of international applications. It was only because I have applied nationally that I never got a real job.

We come on top of a mountain covered with snow and I pull myself up on a metal fence. They are actually playing a game inside and I move out. Two teams run on the snow but then have to find a ball hidden in some holes. No one remember where it was put.

I am in a restaurant eating with some older people. I want to go home but hear them going to another restaurant. I also want to go and ask them how to get there. They tell me is far but I can actually see the restaurant through the window.

I lay in bed with a little Asian on top of me. I like her allot but have to go out to get the money back from a porno magazine. As I reach the newspaper seller I see that the Nordic woman owning the magazine is going to shop. I have to follow her instead.

Our president is in the bathroom mixing a pink medicine. He was already caught by the dean fucking the secretary and got his towel confiscated. The second time he had to resign.

A satellite image shows a group of terrorist shooting in the countryside. They should be Arabian but their instructors are bold Asians with enormous beards. The enemy is not visible but they anyway keep shooting through the dead fruit trees of a distant farm.

After a whole year I go back to the museum where I had my last big show. I get in to visit the new show and find a large installation from a Nordic artist. As I go around large ceramic objects I can only think how much money were wasted.

A young boy is going out and ask his father for his shoes. The latter wonders which shoes and he asks for his white ones. He is actually going to a marathon and puts them on living the short strings untied. He is sure to win.

I seat with a friend to discuss business but he finds a certificate in my folder. I need it to apply for my doctoral studies and get it from him. It actually certifies that I have already got a post doctorate. I look in the back and read what the secretary has written in Italian.

I am in my apartment staring at a neighbour waiting alone in the dark on the sidewalk. She looks back and I move in where I have another neighbour. We get in my son's bedroom and she tells me that the German lady upstairs is coming back. I should be prepared for allot of noise.

I am in a restaurant with my classmates who are actually in my parents age. A younger guy stand up to present his idea of a shoe with a burnt and bent piece of bread. He lists everything the shoe can do but is embarrassed to say the last thing. I then tell to everyone that he meant sucking.

I get in the university and take the staircase even I have to go high. It is actually congested of students that want a meeting to consult about their loans. As I consider how lucky I am not to have any loan the door opens but the staircase ends.

I am about to walk up a staircase but a guard shows me that it is only in case of emergency. I have my pass and I walk up anyway. I speed up and realize that the picture on my pass is only a caricature. As I keep going the staircase gets of a fragile black metal sheet. 

I am in a crowded changing room and tell everyone to proceed. An Italian man finds it funny and I follow him after locking my thick jacket. We come to an atrium with two robots and joke again saying that we should fuck one each.

My parents-in-law's car is in a ferry completely surrounded by ice. Other cars pass in front of us and get under the bar. A hostess tells us to do the same and we drive but the bar opens. We then drive through a nice forest looking for the airport.

We are walking from the bottom of a hill and pass by a house with a little puppy. I show it to my son but the mother starts barking. We keep going uphill and I try to think of the race but come to a road. I then help my son across and realize that he also has a puppy but is a cat.

I am at a restaurant with my colleague when a Chinese business woman comes to offer her help. I want to repay her and make her blond. She leaves and I go downstairs to open the door for her but she stops at the bar to get the same cocktail I had. I leave it but she runs to make it through.

A man wakes up his friend sleeping on a sofa and asks what is the matter. The latter has his pants wet with sperm and tells him that he misses his family. He could have stayed with a Spanish woman but her husband is a really screwed person.

A man is surrounded by doctors that wants to give him a shot. He sees through the syringe his own eyes. The doctors are actually his step parents who want to help him but he can't see that and stub himself in the belly.

I am walking with my bike on an old road with too many stones to bike on. A family friend who was paralyzed for many years comes biking anyway. I also get on my bike and he tells me that roads were originally like this and had no fine gravel. It is actually possible to bike on them.

Two friends of a friend have just been with their motorcycle and I follow them to his villa. The interiors are very colorful and strangely shaped. I get under a tall roof and greet my friend's mother who is preparing food for all his weird friends. She welcome me back but don't ask me to stay over.

I go out of a parking lot with my car but I am squeezed by two other cars of the same brand but of an older model. I manage to go out without scratching them and drive through the country coming to a new school for my son.

The cops brakes in our apartment with a drug detector and get in my wife's room finding some pieces that she got as a joke from an English friend. I try to make him testify but there is nothing we can do. She will be imprisoned and her mother cries in despair but I am ready to face my destiny.

My son and I are walking on a bike path and come to a small lake. It is possible to swim but I have to pay an entrance fee. As I get in line my son walks up a staircase to an amusement house over the lake. I am about to call him back but then just decide to follow him.

I meet my sister out of an Australian university and she gives me a note saying that I was rejected. My application wasn't even completed and I go in to verify. The secretary tells me that the dean did it. I go out again together with a crowd of black people celebrating a girl that got accepted.

We are back at my parents-in-law's country house and wait for my father-in-law coming back with his big tractor. He is not surprised to see us but his wife comes out with some plain toasts for my son. He really likes them and she goes back in to make some more.

On TV there is a football game and a player is about to score a penalty but then throws the ball out. He was offside but the arbiter didn't notice. The other team gets the ball and starts to run up very quickly but also throws the ball out to repay for his honesty.  

I talk to the native of a tropical country to rent a boat for a trip to South Africa. We try one but it can only navigate by the coast line otherwise the sharks can attack it. I then look at the map and see that there is a strip of long islands all the way there.

A fort is shown built in the mountains of the desert before the war. In each cave there is areal image of a polar landscape with tiny rain deers visible. The amount changes every time making it a very beautiful composition.

My son and I have already eaten but my mother-in-law calls me up. She has made a special dessert with her mother and starts listing all the ingredients. It's a very weird combination but I cannot refuse.

I walk by a canal and find a small bridge across it. I see that it is on the water level and go in the middle to film but the handle is barbed wire. I can't find my way back and have to jump between different platforms for the high water. The water is actually not so high and I get down to walk.

My sister is with my son and I read her message trying to figure out where to meet them. She writes that we should see us down but I can't understand what she means with that. I am going to a concert were I thought they were also going but I now suspect she is meaning up the mountains. 

I am walking in the city center when two men picks up with me and ask to see my phone. I then take another road and start running to an old church. I look back and see that they are also running but on the opposite direction like they were also followed.

My wife leaves me alone in a pub with a bottle of wine half full. I then make sign to two friends seating on the other end to come and drink it. Meantime another friend comes and takes a glass for him and his friend. When one of my other friend finally arrives the bottle is empty.

A museum is building my exhibition over night and I talk to the manager who made the reception. I then go to check the other pieces and find a worker who is building the photo wall with wooden boxes. He just had them on top of one another and is giving the finish but the wall is  uneven.

I am studying in the library and see an old girlfriend nearby. As we start talking my wife get in and gets really angry. She leaves and I follow her trying to explain that there is nothing to suspect. I then have her to call my old girlfriend and prove that.

I go out with my old friends and stop in a pub. They each order a small pizza but I don't want any. I just taste a slice from a friend and go out alone singing a beautiful song of an eagle flying free and wondering where did I get so much power.

I follow my Chinese colleague in a small vegetable market. He stops at a stand and fills a bowl with different ingredients for a soup. I also would like one but go for some carrots at another stand where they have a few. They only have one that is good but the old merchant gives me all of them.

I am out of a cathedral and ask a visitor his opinion without telling him that I am the architect. In a word he says that it is the only moral continuation with our past culture. I take note and we look for a place where to eat with our girls but my wife gets in a small coffee place with lousy food.

I am below the mountains and think of my native land above. I go over it and find that my native town is actually constructed on a square. Most of are green parks with rounded trees and I wish that my son and I would live there.

I want to be with a fat girl but she is already together with another girl that is very skinny. I then go in their apartment and decide to take her. She is having a shower and as I open it to get in the door rings. It is her boyfriend.

My sister and I are going out of a big station and pass through the security. She is actually dressing like a hippie with round sunglasses and gets stop. They control her but don't find anything as we still have to check out our luggage.

Four guys walk before the sunrise to their old house. They are about to brake in but find the sliding door open. Inside is a fifth friend watching TV with a cat on his laps. He is holding his feet so that they can grow deformed but let go when his friends join him.

We get in an amusement park just to look around before we come again. One attraction is on the other side of a wooden bridge. Half way across a big snake comes out of his cage with his big mouth open. His teeth have been soldered but I don't trust him. I also have vertigo and we go back.

An immigrant starts working for a delivery service. A colleague is in the car with him and show him how it works with a plastic bag. The package doesn't have to exceed a line inside marking half of the bag.

I ask to go to the gallery district but the taxi driver takes me to a cemetery in the country. I like the place and decide to keep it there but have to write the name to my wife so that they can also join me. I then ask some Spanish tourist and find that it actually has a Spanish name.

We join a lecture of the American University where I have applied. The professor is actually a famous writer and let a guest shows her sick animations. One of them is of a super hero being strangled by an octopus until he is all red with blood and sticks out his yellow tongue. 

I am taking a brake out in the staircase and notice my old American professor. As we get back in a give my catalog to one of the faculties and take a seat. I actually have a pile of them and my American professor recognizes them. He is joining the debate and our eyes cross.

Our old Indian neighbour is taking us for a flight on his small aircraft. I act like we are already experienced but he asks for our laundry soap. We only use powder and I have to admit that we were only pretending.

I am walking along a river and catch up with some other people. One of them likes my camera and want to buy it. I then ask my wife how much we paid for it but it has a spot around the lens and he makes up his mind. I tell him that he can anyway get it very cheaply at the supermarket.

We come to a plateau covered with snow with plenty of students gathered. My wife sends me and my son in front to look for our hotel. We go through the crowd and use her expensive camera to take a picture of us two. We look at the picture but only my son came out on his knees.

I am home with my uncle and find a small cassette with plenty of films inside. He is already watching one but from a disc and asks my son if he wants to change it with a better one of a masked hero. He puts it on but it is also no good and changes it with another.

My wife and I are walking by the bank of a city river and talk about our future. She actually read that her research will be evaluated based on its results and not on the kind of grant she got. She means that we will have to stay in the city until she finishes it.

I take my son in the city periphery and look for a way to the mountains. I finally find it at the end of a big road. We have to walk down to a river but he purposely steps in the wet ground. I tell him not to otherwise we will not be able to continue. He then throws all himself inside.

We are in my native village and I take my son to a shop with cheap toys. We can't find his favorite cars but only robot heads in boxes. Behind them are the actual video-games and we try one but cannot shoot. We then look at a boy and see that we were only shooting at the frame.

A man has defeated some green ball monsters and became the new governor. He then moves with his family in a forest house. He will also have to learn how to farm to better understand his peasants.

We are in bed with my son's pregnant teacher. As my wife leaves she uses her skinny finger to masturbate my baby penis. I then go to the sink to jerk a long string of sperm and my wife understands what happened. She then gives me a massage by kicking my body as she learned on-line.

A mummy is dancing with bandages around his body floating fast around the disco light. As the latter gets completely wrapped another man tells him to try the same thing on a chandelier. He then moves under it and lets the bandages twist around it but one gets stuck and the game finishes.

A boy is showing me a map of England and points at a chain of mountains in the west. I already know about them and don't look so carefully. He then talks about a very high one among them. It is actually four thousand meters high.

I am going out of the metro and meet and old Croatian colleague. He tells me that he has been working in the South of Italy with his kids but the air wasn't so good. I then tell him that I was also invited to teach abroad in Mexico and gets really surprised.

I am going out of the train station and meet my wife. We then go through the security check together but the guard questions us. She asks me how to drive the back helix but I don't know anything about them. I then improvise saying that there is an extra control. It is actually correct.

I look at the cover of a book with a silly title and find that it is the internationally recognized manual to write applications. I am quite surprised and open it to start reading. The introduction is actually the story of the book which originates in an ancient city.

I organize a meeting with an architect and my old professor. We actually have little to say but the two starts talking about a library that the first is building. She wants a text and he immediately offers to write it for her. I know that he does for money but don't say it.

I find that my catalogue cover has been printed smaller and with a bad resolution. It shows my images on a florescent silhouette of the world. The same image is repeated inside but in the right size and resolution. 


